
Guidance for Contractors using a JCT Contract for the 
first time

This document will show you how the JCT Minor works contract should be used to 
control the work and payments for the construction project. This document does not 

tell you everything about the JCT contract - you can ask me or consult a 
construction solicitor.

Written by Paul Snell RIBA. Find me at www.kingsheatharchitect.com.
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Section 1

What is the JCT minor works contract?

The JCT Minor Works contract is a form of agreement between the Employer and 
the Contractor. It agrees the work to be done, the contract sum and the start and 
finish dates. The contract terms at the back of the document set out the protection 
for both parties by controlling the quality and progress of the work, the payments 
and the project completion. It also gives procedures for changes and resolving 
disputes. It is an architect administered contract. It is written by the Joint Contracts 
Tribunal, who have been preparing construction contracts since the 1930's. This 
contract is widely used throughout the UK on small building projects. The contract 
is recognised and tested in English law. You can find out more about the JCT at 
www.jctltd.co.uk.

Section 2

Advantages of the JCT Minor works contract compared to direct to client 
relationship. 

For the contractor the simple advantages are that you know exactly what you have 
to do and how much you will get paid for the works. As a result you can expect less 
disagreements about the work and the money. If there is a problem the architect is 
there to help ensure that the contract terms are respected. He or she is obliged to 
act fairly to both parties. Although the contract is concise it has clauses which deal 
with all the common problems on site - delays, new instructions and disputes. For 
the client, they know that you will start and finish on time and that you will do the 



work properly. 

Section 3

The role of the architect. 

Before the contract is signed, the architect should prepare the drawings and 
specification to show everything that needs to be done on the job. Once the price is 
agreed and the contract is signed, he or she has to act impartially to ensure that the 
work gets done properly and that the contractor is paid the correct amount. Once 
the project is finished, the contractor will give both parties a certificate to show that 
the work is complete.

Section 4

How to tender for the project. 

You will price the project as normal but if you think that there is something that you 
can't accurately price, please make a note of it or show the cost of that item as a 
provisional sum. If you think that the client can save money with a substitute 
product, or would benefit from something extra, make clear in your price that you 
are showing an alternative. When the architect is checking the prices, he or she 
should be able to see that an item is an extra or a provisional sum. When you sign 
the contract, with the price for the works that you have tendered, you will be 
expected to deliver everything asked for in the drawings and specification and 
charge the agreed amount. So please make clear any unknowns or extras.

Section 5

Signing the contract

If your price is accepted you and the employer will be asked to sign the contract. 
You will fill in the agreed contract sum, the drawings that have been agreed on, the 
start date and finish date. There are a few other sections to fill in, including who will 
obtain the insurance for the works, your insurance cover and you will also be asked 
to agree a small lateness penalty if the project runs over. The purpose of this is to 
reflect the inconvenience to the employer if the work is not finished on time. It must 
be a reasonable amount. If something happens on site which causes a delay and 
it's not your fault, ask the architect to award you extra days. The usual reasons are 
snow, storm and new work added to the contract. If you think that it will take eight 
weeks to get the windows delivered to site you should make sure that is factored 
into your completion date.

Section 6

How progress on the work will be controlled

The architect should check up on your progress on site to value the payment 
certificates - if you are ahead of schedule the payments should be more, if you are 



behind, it should be less. Once you have finished, the architect should come out 
and check your work, see your electrical and gas certificates and sign off the work.  
For the three months after completion on site any defects that appear in the works 
have to be made good. After this time the architect will issue a certificate to say that 
the work is complete. If you do not finish on time and you have not given to the 
architect any good reason for the delay, you may incur a lateness penalty, which is 
calculated at the weekly or daily rate agreed at the contract signing. Bear in mind 
that it is the architect's responsibility to be fair, so please let him or her know if you 
are in delay for a good reason.

Section 7

How you will get paid

The contract provides for you to get paid every four weeks after start on site. On or 
before this due date, the architect will send you a payment certificate showing the 
amount which you should invoice. When you get it, send your invoice with the VAT 
added to the client. The client only pays for the work properly completed so far and 
the client has 14 days to pay. It's a good idea for everyone if you can agree a 
payment schedule at the contract meeting. At each payment a small fraction of the 
money, usually 5%, will be retained by the client until practical completion, when 
half the retained payment will be released. The final fraction, usually 2.5%, will be 
paid out to you at the end of the defects period, three months after completion on 
site.


